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Making the Hatter’s Top Hat  
 
What you need: stiff card; scissors; double-sided tape (or glue); pencil; items for decoration e.g. ribbon, label etc. 
 
Finding the Size: 
a) Measure the circumference around your teddy or child’s head with a cardboard strip & then 

tape at the right hat size OR  
b) Find a plastic bowl that fits on their head & use this as the size template (we used this method).  
 
Make the Brim: 
1. Use the cardboard strip or bowl & draw the circular shape onto your card. Now draw a larger 

circle around this for the outside of the brim (we used a larger circular bowl, but you could use 
a compass or draw by hand).  

2. Cut out the centre circle & your brim is done.  
(If you want to make an extra strong hat make 2 brims of exactly the same size)  
 

Make the Body of the Hat: 
3. To make the upright of the hat either use the head circumference strip or estimate to 

measure a rectangular piece of card at the height you want the hat to be. Cut to size. 
4. Roll this rectangle into a cylinder & push through the brim you made to check it fits.  
5. If size is okay unroll the rectangle & draw a line about 1 cm from one of the long edges.  
6. Lightly score along the line with a scissor blade to make the card easy to fold.  
7. Cut from the edge up to the line to make a series of tabs that will be used to affix the brim & fold.  
8.  Fold the rectangular card into a cylinder shape again with tabs sticking outwards.  
9. Slide the brim over & stick the tabs to the underside of the brim with double sided tape or glue 

(you could use paper clips to secure the 2 pieces of card to help you!).  
10. Now tape or glue the side of the upright where the card overlaps. Remove paper clips. 
 
Make the Top: 
11. Turn hat upside down & on another piece of card draw around the upright to make the circular 

shape to make the top of the hat.  
12. Cut this shape out, but about 1 cm bigger than the size needed.  
13. Again cut tabs into the circle shape up to the line. Fold the tabs.  
14. With the hat upside down on a firm surface push the top with the tabs 

folded through the upright. Stick down the tabs inside the upright.  
15. If you cut out a second brim at the beginning this can be stuck under the  

original brim to cover the tabs & make the brim stronger.  
 
Finally - decorate as you wish. We added a ribbon &, just like the Hatter in 
the story, the price label of 10/6!!!    
 
Photos below of the main stages of the hatter’s hat we made: 
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